Debark. Ruzek. 82, of West Branch died at the Barker Funeral Home, and a brother and a sister, both persons in the tornado disaster.

Many Ask About Safety

Of Friends

The local chapter of the American Red Cross has received several requests about the whereabouts of certain friends or relatives in West Branch and nearby areas.

Improving Of School

Aid Urged

R. A. Evans, of West Branch, is urging all parents and students to help improve the school facilities.

Iowa Storm Deaths Listed

Listed are the names of those who lost their lives due to the storm.

Road Closed

For Bridge Construction

A road will be closed for the construction of a new bridge.

Insurance Man Denies Demo

Senator Race

The insurance man denied involvement in the demonstration.

Inmates Agree With Sheriff:

Start Crime Prevention Early

Inmates agreed with the sheriff's call for crime prevention.

Used Instruments

Various musical instruments are available.

Inmates Agree With Sheriff:
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Inmates agreed with the sheriff's call for crime prevention.
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